
In today's fast-paced world, remote access to work resources is more crucial than ever.

Picture this: while on the go, your colleagues need to access Microsoft 365 using their 
mobile devices. The request seems straightforward. However, as an IT manager, you know 
that this seemingly simple task can inadvertently open the door to a slew of security 
concerns. Enterprises leveraging Microsoft 365 with Exchange Online face the dilemma of 
maintaining control over the applications used to access corporate data. The risks are 
palpable, from unauthorized email apps to personal cloud storage solutions.

This article will delve into five common scenarios that can give IT managers sleepless nights 
and demonstrate how MailZen, integrated with Microsoft 365, can effectively address and 
manage these security challenges.

Scenario 1: Secure Document Access on Mobile Devices

Issue: Employees access Microsoft 365 documents on their mobile devices, potentially 
storing sensitive data outside the company network, compromising security.

MailZen Solution: With MailZen, users can conveniently edit Office documents within its 
secure container, eliminating the need to open documents in external apps and mitigating 
the risk of storing crucial data outside the company network.
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Scenario 2: Device Diversity and User Preferences

Issue: Colleagues wish to access Microsoft 365 from their preferred personal devices, 
running on different platforms, posing a headache for IT managers striving to maintain 
uniform security.

MailZen Solution:  Irrespective of whether users are on Android or Apple devices, MailZen 
ensures secure access to Microsoft 365 and the company network within its uniform 
interface. This consistency simplifies user adoption and enhances the intuitive experience 
across both platforms.

Scenario 3: Shared Devices and Data Vulnerability

Issue: Colleagues sharing their mobile devices may inadvertently expose company data to 
unauthorized individuals, jeopardizing data confidentiality.

MailZen Solution: MailZen's security mechanism prevents unauthorized access to its 
container. The container remains impenetrable even when devices are shared without the 
user's login credentials, safeguarding sensitive information.

Scenario 4: Secure Image Sharing

Issue: Colleagues capturing work-related images on personal devices risk intermingling them 
with private photos, compromising project confidentiality.

MailZen Solution: Leveraging the MailZen Secure Camera feature, employees can capture 
images within the secure container, ensuring they stay isolated from personal photos. These 
images can then be automatically uploaded to a designated company file share, adhering to 
security protocols.
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Scenario 5: Departing Employees and Data Control

Issue: Employees leaving the organization may retain access to sensitive Microsoft 365 data, 
leading to potential data breaches.

MailZen Solution: IT managers wield power to deactivate MailZen accounts or erase 
container data swiftly and remotely, negating the need for device access and minimizing 
security risks.

In a world where mobility and flexibility are paramount, addressing the security challenges of 
remote Microsoft 365 access is non-negotiable. MailZen emerges as a potent solution, 
tackling scenarios that often keep IT managers awake at night. By maintaining document 
security, accommodating device diversity, protecting against data breaches, and enabling 
secure image sharing, MailZen ensures that Microsoft 365 mobile access remains a 
productive and secure endeavor.

Are you ready to take your mobile Microsoft 365 experience to the next level of security? 
Find out more here.

https://www.solitonsystems.com/it-security/products/mailzen?hsCtaTracking=f8f493ab-ec76-4962-82bc-c0f35f333dc2%7C3a102133-f50b-4e68-af6e-68572c9421cb
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